INTERIORS Bathrooms

QUESTIONS & ANSWERS

DIP INTO
STYLE

Get the best advice for your sanctuary
from our bathroom experts

The right fit
I have a small bathroom but want to make the
most of the space. What do you suggest?
For any bathroom, and especially a small one, it
is vital to go to your bathroom showroom with
the dimensions of the space available. A simple
sketch will do. The drawing should show the
measurements, the position of the door and
which way it opens, the position of windows
and also the location of the current fixtures and
equipment. This will help the salesperson to
recommend the correct products for you. In a
small bathroom especially, it is critical that the
items chosen are proportionate to the room size.
Simon Stowell, Bathroom Discount Centre
020 7381 4222, bathdisc.co.uk

Store & order
Luxury option
I want an unusual bath which will be in keeping with a classic bathroom. Any thoughts?
The trend for metallics continues in the home for 2017 so our iconic pure copper bateau bath with
an artisan tin interior, might appeal to you. The interior design is by Cherie Lee Interiors. All baths by
William Holland are hand-finished by master craftsmen in Dorset and there is an almost infinite number
of possible finish combinations, ranging from the full RAL colour spectrum of enamels and a variety of
metallic finishes, to natural patinas and verdigris available.
Marc Howlett, William Holland
01305 251 930, williamholland.com

I’m looking for a storage unit that will suit
my period property and won’t date. Can you
help me?
This unit would be ideal – it is made of solid
oak and comes in 8 different finishes and 3
different sizes. It has a one-piece ceramic top
incorporating two basins and boasts classic
good looks with low-maintenance surfaces.
Hazel Lancashire, Finwood Designs
01926 484 037, finwooddesigns.co.uk
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